April 15!!
Students Laid Off In SUB Cafe

By MARSHA PRAVDER

Last week, twenty-two students were informed that they were laid off their jobs in the Student Union cafeteria. Some of the students are charging that this decision came "as a result of the Union's mismanagement, not as a result of our behavior on the job." Union Director Robert Moeller, says, however, that this reduction of work force is necessary to reduce labor costs.

An ex-worker, one of the twenty-two girls, commented that three full-time workers from off campus were hired to take the place of the students. Moeller denied this by saying that "no people were hired after these people were laid off."

The girls contend that at this point in the semester, it is impossible to find another job, and that "our superiors made no attempt to relocate us in other jobs throughout the union." Refuting this statement, Moeller said that the girls received one week's severance pay and that he is now investigating to see if he can replace students not retained here with the students who were fired. Moeller believes that in some cases, the students will not be able to take the hours of those now employed "for academic and other reasons."

He cited the example of one high school student who scrubs down the kitchen between one and seven a.m. "No student here," Moeller contends, "wants that job." Moeller promised that the girls will be the first to be hired when openings appear.

Moeller commented that out of the twenty-two who were laid off, several anticipated stopping work, and several were unemployed for hours during the month. However, he hopes to have the number of the staff comprised of full-time people and supplemented by students.

A worker said that "had they not been hired on working several days throughout the month of January, they would not have had a chance to look for work economically stranded." To this, superiors said that the reason he was hired so many girls was that he agreed to train time for work in the restaurant. Due to complications with the restaurant, "this training ground led to overcrowment."
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SB Trials Postponed; O'Malley on Probation

Trials were postponed for six Stony Brook students who appeared in Hauppauge District Court on Monday. A seventh, Brian O'Malley, was put on three year probation.

O'Malley had originally faced seven to 20 years in jail on 13 counts. He cooperated to one Class A misdemeanor, and hence, could have faced one year in jail without any trial or ground for appeal.

The six other students: Glenn Ricker, Jack Klein, Michael Hron, Wechsler, Jerry Tong, Steve Tschelner, and Howie Weins—face between one and nine years each in prison on a number of charges that occurred during demonstrations last year against University War research and alleged participation in the Vietnam war after the police raid on May 12.

Trials were postponed for the second time because several witnesses on whose testimony are said to be 35 SDS members and asked to put their names to the demonstration.

A rally held last Sunday afternoon to demonstrate support for the six accused students, attracted a turn-out of about 75 people.

Orientation '70 Being Planned

By GARY ERIKISMAN

There will be an emphasis on small group interaction in this year's Freshman Orientation and "that means sober, civil, not beer and bikinis," notes Bybee.

"We've been working on Orientation '70 to develop the diversity of opinion," Bybee adds, "and this year's event will ultimately produce a more successful program." Present plans indicate that the three-day event will be held in Tabler. The committee's purpose was "to be beneficial, to James or Langman." H-Quadrangle is scheduled for major rehabilitation and must be closed the entire summer.

Orientation '70 will be basically the same as past years. It is hoped that greater use may be made of "small discussion groups" and half will be having the Freshmen-to-be.

Anti-War Protests Today

Several anti-war activities are scheduled for today across the state.

The major anti-war activity is a city-wide mass rally at Bryant Park, (6th Avenue and 42nd Street) where many March Line members are expected to take part. The rally is scheduled for 4 to 6 p.m., but many are expected to leave right after lunch. The rally will be basically the same as past years. It is hoped that greater use may be made of "small discussion groups" and half will be having the Freshmen-to-be.

There is also a mass rally at the Internal Revenue Service Headquarters on 33rd Street and 5th Avenue.

Finally, the quality of this year's program, as expressed by Deon Bybee, "should be better in that this year more input and suggestions have been supplied by Freshmen.

Orientation: Dean Bybee feels that this will be the most effective orientation ever.

OEO Aides Join HEP Probe

As investigations into HEP program affairs widened, Acting University President T. Alexander Pond yesterday pledged continued support of the program's students. Pond made his statement following reports that an auditor would begin an investigation. The auditor's report revealed an incident in which four HEP students were said to have been beaten. Court charges were later filed against Edward Shriver, Callender, and James Cooper in connection with the alleged happenings.

"The University is making every possible effort to carry the HEP program and its students through this difficult period," said Pond.

Pond made his statement following reports that an auditor would begin an investigation. The auditor's report revealed an incident in which four HEP students were said to have been beaten. Court charges were later filed against Edward Shriver, Callender, and James Cooper in connection with the alleged happenings.

"The University is making every possible effort to carry the HEP program and its students through this difficult period," said Pond.
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Recent Events

Black Affair, Says BSU

Everyone should understand from the start, that the events of the last few weeks involving the H.E.P. protests were a black affair, involving Black people and will be looked at primarily through the efforts of Black people.

The report of the Human Rights Commission, while not specifically mentioning a gun, alleged that Black people had been subjected to extortion by the police. The Human Rights Commission is headed by a Black man, and has been investigating Black people so that all activities to a point were confined within the Black community.

It was only after specific, direct, and clear evidence was gathered that the Human Rights Commission felt that the police activity was so pronounced that notice of it must be given. Meanwhile, Black students have been pressure practiced, so that they have not been protected by Black people and to protect Black people from such actions by requesting the four H.E.P. staff members to leave the campus.

We find it necessary to state clearly that the Black community on this campus reserves the right at all times, even on the worst possible day to oppress and brutalize other Black people, and particularly through the efforts of Black leaders, brothers at the same time.

Pro fessional

Typing Service

Term Papers

Contact:
MISS E. GATTI
724-4433
155 E. Main St.
Smithtown, N.Y.

SUSB Review of Bio-Medicine

Any Freshman who has been a member of the Human Rights Commission has been threatened with violence by the police. The last victim of this inactivity is the 900 sophomores in G and H. The Housing Department has proposed to distribute next year's freshmen evenly throughout the quad. This, the students feel, will be to keep between 500 and 600 sophomores in G and H.

The injustice of this becomes more apparent when one realizes that this decision reflects a general attitude on the part of the Housing Department. The questions of renovations in G and H have frequently been discussed by the Housing Department. However, as we all know by now, in this university "talk is cheap." For example, the Housing Department in its benerosity has bestowed upon us a new convoyer belt in order that it might be as nice as the new quarad. However, these meager enticements are not and should not be enough to please the students of G and H. Furthermore, the Housing Department has not performed its feats of ineptitude in isolated incidents. Rather, it seems to be part of a concerted effort to make sure students don't get what they pay for.

A recent illustration of this has been the railroadling of students through administrative hearing for two beinouse crimes as keeping pets past an inflexible deadline that was suddenly enforced in the middle of the year. They have also failed time and time again to provide adequate protection for the student during vacation. The list of robberies, including the incident in Kelly concerning workmen, is insula added to injury. I will not even discuss the delays and lapses that have characterized the maintenance service this year.

Protest concerning the freezing of sophomores in G and H has taken the form of a petition containing 600 names. The Housing Department must respond to this petition in a manner which shows a concern for the student. I believe that the Housing Department must give the student the opportunity to leave G and H. I mean all the sophomores, not just a select few. As the days go by, the student to enjoy the sun-lit terraces of Kelly for four years, while making another student languish in G for three or maybe more years, escapes me. The havoc that the Housing Department has wreaked on the students must end. I urge all my fellow sophomores to put pressure on this puppet agency that seeks to fulfill its own ends and make it fall before the power of the students.

Commentary

Sophos Want

Fair Housing

By STEPHEN MARCUS

The Housing Department, under the able leadership of Robert Chasen has once again seen fit to shift the students of Stoney Brook. The last victim of this inactivity are the 500 sophomores in G and H. This year's sophomores can be assured that the dream of the new dorms would be theirs if only they showed patience. Obviously, living in G and H for two years should prove one's patience. However, this is not the case. The Housing Department has proposed to distribute next year's freshmen evenly throughout the quad. This, the students feel, will be to keep between 500 and 600 sophomores in G and H.

The injustice of this becomes more apparent when one realizes that this decision reflects a general attitude on the part of the Housing Department. The questions of renovations in G and H have frequently been discussed by the Housing Department. However, as we all know by now, in this university "talk is cheap." For example, the Housing Department in its benerosity has bestowed upon us a new convoyer belt in order that it might be as nice as the new quarad. However, these meager enticements are not and should not be enough to please the students of G and H. Furthermore, the Housing Department has not performed its feats of ineptitude in isolated incidents. Rather, it seems to be part of a concerted effort to make sure students don't get what they pay for.

A recent illustration of this has been the railroadling of students through administrative hearing for two beinouse crimes as keeping pets past an inflexible deadline that was suddenly enforced in the middle of the year. They have also failed time and time again to provide adequate protection for the student during vacation. The list of robberies, including the incident in Kelly concerning workmen, is insula added to injury. I will not even discuss the delays and lapses that have characterized the maintenance service this year.
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“The administration (wise old) has requested some “hard” information on the teaching ability of those whom we have recommended for tenure. They suggested that letters from faculty members who have had some direct contact with the candidate’s teaching would be most helpful.

I guess this is reasonable and so I respectfully request letters (short and good) from any of you who know anything about the teaching of: [names omitted].

Please do this soon. Please, please do this soon. Can I have your replies by Friday, April 18th?”

-From Memorandum written by Dr. James Simons, Chairman of the Mathematics Department

This memorandum was issued after students presented Dr. Simons with a petition containing 1,500 signatures requesting the rehiring of Dr. David Schroer and the changing of priorities from research to teaching.

Evidently, Dr. Simons continues to ignore all pleas for student input into the evaluation of the Mathematics faculty. Dr. Simons has demonstrated the lack of good judgment in his issuance of the above memorandum, and should be chastised for it. The recommendations for the five members of the faculty requesting tenure have been returned to the Math Department chairman for specific words of student input, after Simons had sent them off to Dr. H. Bentley Glass, Academic Vice-President. Evidently, Dr. Simons does not believe in the all-important willingness of students to differentiate between who is a good teacher and who is a good researcher.

Students have been lesseled by members of the “Ad-hoc Committee to Retain Schroer” during pre-registration. They have been requested to refrain from pre-registering for mathematics courses as a show of support for Dr. Schroer and his struggle against an immobile policy. Statesman supports the concept of their struggle. A teacher should be judged on his ability to teach, not on his quantity of research.

Therefore, we are urging students to participate in a peaceful picket to be held on Thursday, April 16 at 1 p.m. outside the physics building. If they do not have any luck, this is one way to make known that students have rights, too.

The administration (wise old) has requested some “hard” information on the teaching ability of those whom we have recommended for tenure. They suggested that letters from faculty members who have had some direct contact with the candidate’s teaching would be most helpful.

I really don’t think that too many people would be broken-hearted if the boiler in the building that houses their draft board developed a crack and accidentally exploded. It wouldn’t help stop the war, but then again it wouldn’t. For those of us who are law-abiding citizens (only to the extent that we don’t get caught) there are less drastic, but much more imaginative methods for dealing with these same complexities. One group proposes that you should write your draft board daily giving them a complete physical report of what happened to you the day before. One zealous registrant sent off his draft board every copy of The New York Times (including Sundays) from 1962 to 1969, because he said that the paper was instrumental to his character development. He blew his air of legitimacy however, when he sent his draft board a change of address on the belly of a dead fish. But no matter, it still, by law, must go into his file.

But by far the most imaginative course of action so far, has been a student in New York City who claims that he, single handedly, signed up 1,000 workers to bust the postal strike, etc. The first signs of a major working-class protest against an immobile policy.

A rally will be held on Wednesday, 2 p.m. at the library mall to support workers’ struggles and to discuss the role of the student movement in these struggles.

The Zoo

Keep Those Cards and Letters Comin’

By SCOTT KLEIPPEL

Well, here we are, exactly six months after the first Moratorium Day. The daffodils in G are growing nicely and the war is over. It’s really not fair to castigate the people who planned them though; they did as much to end the war as anybody, and besides the flowers are much prettier than the tear gas at the Justice Department.

Short of revolution, there seems little anyone can do to end the war, much less stop it from expanding to all Indo-China. Far be it from me to suggest anything violent (or unlawful, but I really don’t think that too many people would be broken-hearted if the boiler in the building that houses their draft board developed a crack and accidentally exploded. It wouldn’t help stop the war, but then again it wouldn’t. For those of us who are law-abiding citizens (only to the extent that we don’t get caught) there are less drastic, but much more imaginative methods for dealing with these same complexities. One group proposes that you should write your draft board daily giving them a complete physical report of what happened to you the day before. One zealous registrant sent off his draft board every copy of The New York Times (including Sundays) from 1962 to 1969, because he said that the paper was instrumental to his character development. He blew his air of legitimacy however, when he sent his draft board a change of address on the belly of a dead fish. But no matter, it still, by law, must go into his file.

But by far the most imaginative course of action so far, has been a student in New York City who claims that he, single handedly, signed up 1,000 workers to bust the postal strike, etc. The first signs of a major working-class protest against an immobile policy.

A rally will be held on Wednesday, 2 p.m. at the library mall to support workers’ struggles and to discuss the role of the student movement in these struggles.

Editorial

Picket Thursday
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I really don’t think that too many people would be broken-hearted if the boiler in the building that houses their draft board developed a crack and accidentally exploded. It wouldn’t help stop the war, but then again it wouldn’t. For those of us who are law-abiding citizens (only to the extent that we don’t get caught) there are less drastic, but much more imaginative methods for dealing with these same complexities. One group proposes that you should write your draft board daily giving them a complete physical report of what happened to you the day before. One zealous registrant sent off his draft board every copy of The New York Times (including Sundays) from 1962 to 1969, because he said that the paper was instrumental to his character development. He blew his air of legitimacy however, when he sent his draft board a change of address on the belly of a dead fish. But no matter, it still, by law, must go into his file.

But by far the most imaginative course of action so far, has been a student in New York City who claims that he, single handedly, signed up 1,000 workers to bust the postal strike, etc. The first signs of a major working-class protest against an immobile policy.
ATTENTION SENIORS and FACULTY MEMBERS

The Stony Brook Alumni Association invites you to the Alumni Reunion Dinner, Saturday, May 2, the highlight of this year's Alumni Weekend, May 1-3, in conjunction with the annual Campus Carnival Weekend.

Time: 7 p.m. Saturday, May 2 (Cash bar opens at 5 p.m.)
Place: Main Dining Room, Stony Brook Union
Speaker: Prof. Max Dresden, on "Changing Students in a Changing World."
Tickets: $7 per person, $13 a couple.
Benefit: The Ashley L. Schiff Memorial Alumni Scholarship Program

Send your check now, payable to the Stony Brook Alumni Association, to:

Mrs. Dianne Bozler, Alumni Secretary
Office of University Relations
Earth and Space Sciences Building

SPECULA PICTURES Give your kids a laugh

Pictures Will Be Taken According to the Following Schedule

LECTURE HALL

10:00 a.m.—COCA
10:15—Le Cinema Amateur
10:30—El Alamo
10:45—Russian Club
11:00—Italian Club
11:15—French Club

SOC. SCI. BLDG. GARDEN

11:30—Psychology Society
11:45—Young Republicans
12:00—Central Ithp Volunteers
12:30—Sociology Forum
12:45—Dark Room

UNION MAIN ENTRANCE

2:30—BSU
2:45—Faction Officers
3:15—Soundings
3:30—SAB
3:45—Comm. Student Assoc.
4:00—Newman Club
4:15—Specula

THURSDAY APRIL 16th

ALL ORGANIZATIONS WHO MISSED THEIR TIMES MAY HAVE THEIR PICTURES TAKEN AS A GROUP THURSDAY, APRIL 16th BETWEEN 2:00 AND 4:00 P.M.
AT THE KELLY CAFETERIA PATIO

Note: 1) Pictures for R.A.'s and Quad Legislatures will be taken Thursday, April 16, in the center of each quad as follows:

RA's Legislatures
H 10:00 a.m. 10:15 a.m.
G 10:30 a.m. 10:45 a.m.
Roth 11:15 a.m. 11:30 a.m.
Tabler 12:00 noon 12:15 p.m.
Kelly 2:00 p.m. 2:15 p.m.

2) Pictures for the Riding Club will be taken on Saturday, April 18, at Smoke Run Farm at the end of the morning.
By HAROLD R. RUBENSTEIN

The frenzy never got to call time out. It started as a herd and Maddonlike Bess and she

returned it with a “Swing, Low, Sweet Chariot” that gave an
grace. It laughed with Arlo,

Corned the scene, turned toward adulation for

Hendrix and Joplin and lost all

control with Sly, Ten Years

After, Crosby, Stills, Nash &

Young, and Santana.

There are no words that could explain what flashed between

performer and audience.

Director Michael Wadleigh has found his answer by recreating

Woodstock at each showing.

Speakers are set up in the back

of the house, the performer

sings, and the ocean-of sound

of the now-famous seated city rush

over you and carry you along.

The screen splits, and stars

inside itself into two, to three, to four

parts, guitars and hands colliding

with each other to form

kaleidoscopic hallucinations in

the festival stage’s light.

Wadleigh just let it all happen, a

know it was there and he could

see it would be enough.

Much of the film doesn’t even

happen. It has to. You can’t

think, but it feels in hot flashes,

turned his body is one enormous

symbol, dripping with streamers

and end. It was part of the scheme of

Grimm’s Fairy Tales and Bible

stories I ever read. There was
dead, and sickness there but it

was part of the scheme of

reality. Grimm is a world of

roses blooming in briar patches.

Woodstock is in New York. New

York is real. Death is real. And

so is pure joy.

Wadleigh wants its audience to respond and one has to be

Scrooge or Tommy not to reply.

When Peter Townsend jumps and flies and his fringed jacket

wraps across the screen, he is

playing for the first time.

Havens says clap, the crowd

will, every time. The pandemonium

at the end of Ten Years

After will not have to be faked during

each showing of the film. It will

happen. It has to. You can’t

hold back. Break! The ushers

won’t hemorrhage if you sing,

country Joe’s bouncing

ball. Crosby, Stills, Nash and

You started the film and end

it, their voices blending like

angels, surrounding the film with

a blessing.

Woodstock is a film of

sensations, not for interpretations

of the mind. The body slows
too often when it has to

think, but it feels in hot flashes,

the mind unable to stop the

heart if it pounds. The pulse

rises when the eyes become
dazzled. And their hypnosis will

reach a climax when Sly, after

bounding, pestling rhythms that

could call the natives to war,
dances like a dervish with

four-foot fringes flying out to

touch and sting us like tentacles,

differently in slow motion raises

his arms higher and higher as he

tells his audience to do the same

until his body is one enormous

purple “o” a writhing peace

symbol, dripping with streamers

that sway with a multitude of

songs that only feels happiness.

Shit man, Wow!

By CINEMA 100

Paramount Pictures Presents

Jack and Walter Lemmon

are The Odd Couple

PANAVISION TECHNICOLOR

...say no more

Produced by HOWARD A. KOCH. Directed by GENE SAKS

Screenplay by NEIL SIMON based on his play.

Music NEIL HEFTI

A HOWARD W. KOCH Production

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Friday - 7:00, 9:30 & Midnight

Saturday - 8:00 & 10:30

Lec 100 - No Tickets Saturday

or Friday Early Show

UNIQUE SHOP

of The Three Villages

Candles - Costume Jewelry - Incense

Writing Paper - Unusual Gifts

FREE WRAPPING

Three Village Shopping Plaza, Setauket
With the start of the softball season, spring has officially come to Stony Brook. Unlike basketball and football, where some degree of talent is necessary to survive the season, softball brings out all those frustrated "would-be" superstars, who can't tell the difference between the bat and the ball. However, all is not lost.

As was the case in those sports that took place during the fall and winter, softball also has its share of noteworthy individual and team accomplishments. Since Newsday and the Press refuse to cover intramural programs, this column will bring you accounts of these remarkable feats.

The softball program, under the iron rule of gentle and kind Coach Bob Snider, consists of nine hall leagues and four independent leagues involved in a double-elimination tournament. All teams will have played their first game by Thursday. With weather permitting, the intramural softball championship will be held around the second week in May.


In hall action, the five RBIs each by Howie Berger and Greg Gutes powered KGE2B to a 23-14 victory over a hapless KGC2A team. In contests involving other hall teams, the most remarkable game was that of KGC3A and KGE2A. KGC3A nipped KGF2A, 9-8, in a game marked by the back to back homers of the winner's Dave Fein and Dave Barasch as well as by the triple-play executed by the losing Steinbeck team. The game ended when a hard liner was caught with the tying and winning runs on the bases.

In the McDowell Cup standings, JHC3 still leads with 840 points, and AT1B and TD2A with 745 and 715 points, respectively.

In next week's column, the results of the tennis and track meets will be discussed, along with some hopeful comment from his coaches regarding the upcoming conference meets. Track Coach Henry Tirico decided to take Steve Kreiner out of the outfield.

Vaudreuil, Kriner Key Wins

By MIKE LIEBMAN

It was the bottom of the sixth inning Saturday, and Brooklyn, with a 4-3 lead, already had a new game threatening to happen. In order to keep the score even, Stony Brook needed a hit. Dick Chinciro decided to take Steve Kreiner out of the outfield.

But fortunately the coach didn't take Kreiner out of the game, as for the second time in his three year varsity career, Steve Kreiner went in to pitch.

Three innings later, for the first time in his varsity career, Kreiner became a winning pitcher, as the Patriots rallied to defeat the highly touted Kingsmen.

Track Coach Henry von Mehren was far from confident about his men in the weight events at the beginning of this year. His mood matched that of his team, which was far from confident about Saturday's meet with Queens. Mike Vaudreuil didn't share either attitude.

Mike went out and won the discus and shot put (two weight events) and placed a surprising second in the 880 meters. Kreiner gained 13 points for the team (5 for each first and 3 for second), and since the trackmen only won by 12 points (78-66) Mike generosity was needed.

For their fine efforts in helping the team, Tom Johnson, sophomore, and Fred Linder, junior, both cross country runners, are the Statesman Co-athletes of the Week.

Kreiner did not help his team by just pitching from two outs in the sixth until one out in the ninth while only allowing a single tally. At the plate he cracked two hits, including a double, that drove home a pair of runs and a key eighth inning single. In the outfield he made a spectacular diving catch and performed flawlessly on his other chances.

Vaudreuil's showing evoked this hopeful comment from his coach: We've never done well in the weight events up to now. Maybe this is the start of a new trend.

The Statesman Athlete of the Week Award will be a regular feature in each Wednesday edition.

Crew Team Goes Down to Defeat

By NOEL J. GISH

It was snowing at 5:30 A.M. on Saturday April 11, as the Stony Brook crew team headed north up to Poughkeepsie to face Marist College and Holy Cross in the second meet of the season. By race time the weather had moderated and it started with a slight tailwind. But although the weather turned out to be not much of a factor, the tough Marist and Holy Cross did.

The Patriot varsity held its own in the second place for most of the season. By race time the weather had moderated and it started with a slight tailwind. But although the weather turned out to be not much of a factor, the tough Marist and Holy Cross did.

The Patriot varsity held its own in the second place for most of the season. By race time the weather had moderated and it started with a slight tailwind. But although the weather turned out to be not much of a factor, the tough Marist and Holy Cross did.

The junior varsity race held in the Orchard Beach course the varsity shell program revealed some life, as they hit against some of the Statesman opponents even for about 500 yards. But here the experience of the Marist rowers began to tell.

With a combination of style and power Marist pulled away — winning the 3000 meter race by a slightly higher wind again of 6-7. Stony Brook and Holy Cross battled for second place for most of the distance. The Crusaders finally edged out the Pat crew by only six seconds.

The Peggy cake was second with Stony Brook a close third behind by less than one boat length.
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